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 IYAZ - THERE YOU ARE

Tabbed by Eugene
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Tuning: Standard

D/A# x5876x

[INTRO]
Cm G#
[VERSE]  
Cm
when my days are dark and my nights are cold
you come over so i won t be alone
G#
you canceled an engagement with your friends
i cherish every single second that we spend
A#                                     Cm
and i can count on you to never let me down
                                           G#
you tell me that you love me without making a sound
                                             A#
and i can t help the way i feel when you are around

[CHORUS]
             D#                 D/A#          
cos when the sun comes out on a rainy day
      Cm                                G#
and i thought i ll never love again but now i say
             D#                 D/A#    
there you are (there you are, you are, you are, you are, you are)
Cm         G#
there you are
             D#                 D/A#      
when the times got hard they said you ll leave
      Cm                                G#
turns out you were the only one that stood by me
             D#                 D/A#    
there you are (there you are, you are, you are, you are, you are)
Cm         G#
there you are



[VERSE]
Cm
it s funny how them other guys checking you
and saying i can t do the things they can do
G#
but i got something they can never get
and this will be around even when money ain t
A#                                     Cm
and i can count on you to never let me down
                                           G#
you tell me that you love me without making a sound
                                             A#
and i can t help the way i feel when you are around

[CHORUS]
             D#                 D/A#          
cos when the sun comes out on a rainy day
      Cm                                G#
and i thought i ll never love again but now i say
             D#                 D/A#    
there you are (there you are, you are, you are, you are, you are)
Cm         G#
there you are
             D#                 D/A#      
when the times got hard they said you ll leave
      Cm                                G#
turns out you were the only one that stood by me
             D#                 D/A#    
there you are (there you are, you are, you are, you are, you are)
Cm         G#
there you are

[BRIDGE]
         G#
God, the look in your eyes
         A#
Got me burning inside
         Cm
And if you want to live
        A#   
It would it me alive
G#                  A#
iyahaha, you got me lost for words
G#                   A# 
            and baby you dunnooo
A#                                  Cm
and i can count on you to never let me down
                                           G#
you tell me that you love me without making a sound
                                             A#



and i can t help the way i feel when you are around

[CHORUS]
             D#                 D/A#          
cos when the sun comes out on a rainy day
      Cm                                G#
and i thought i ll never love again but now i say
             D#                 D/A#    
there you are (there you are, you are, you are, you are, you are)
Cm         G#
there you are
             D#                 D/A#      
when the times got hard they said you ll leave
      Cm                                G#
turns out you were the only one that stood by me
             D#                 D/A#    
there you are (there you are, you are, you are, you are, you are)
Cm         G#
there you are


